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SEASON OF CONTRASTS

I

t’s a time of year when exactly what we
should be focusing on is not immediately
apparent. We’re still stuck with the same
preoccupations that we carried over from
2018 – none of them in any way inspiring. This
year has brought little by way of solutions.
But now we have begun to pass through a
season of other essential things, like
conferences and award ceremonies. Our own
conference was a stimulating event and I hope
we’re still somewhat revved up by the resolves
we all made there in a spirit of renewal.
There are also some ironies like the KZN 2019
Awards for Excellence in Construction and the
SAISC Steel Awards 2019 this month in
counterpoint to the news that companies in
the steel industry have reported 10 000 jobs
lost in the past five years due to a number of
negative factors that don’t seem to have any
prospect of going away. Like cheap steel
imports at below the cost of local production,
and very low demand. This was underlined by
the announcement of the voluntary liquidation
of downstream steel supplier Robor.
Paolo Trinchero, CEO of the Southern African
Institute of Steel Construction is reported as
saying that the job losses have been
predominantly suffered by employees of only
five or six companies. That more retrenchments
are planned is not really news, as the steel
industry has been in decline since 2014. By
now, it may have passed its tipping point, is an
opinion he’s put on record.
Another irony, related to the woes of the steel
industry (not the only one to offer bad news) is
that President Ramaphosa’s controversial
speech of dreams that envisaged a new smart
city and bullet train for South Africa at the start
of the year, could be the way to go.
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Quoted in the Daily Maverick, Trinchero says:
‘What the sector needs is positive sentiment
and engineering projects it can get its teeth
into. But how do you do this when there is no
strength on the balance sheets of state-owned
enterprises? You build a bullet train to Durban,
Cape Town and Harare; expand the Gautrain;
get trucks off the roads. Government will not
need to finance this, it will have to facilitate the
process, but then it can step out of the way.
What we need is leadership that dreams.’ He
is yet to explain this in detail.
And the outlook for yet another sector looks
bleak with the announcement that the Institute
for Timber Construction South Africa (ITC-SA)
is preparing to enter dormancy.
According to an Engineering News report,
ITC-SA General Manager Amanda Obbes says
the resolution comes as a major blow, not only
to the Institute as a critical and essential
custodian of the sector, but to its members
who
deliver
world-class
timber construction, roofing and decking.
‘Without an entity enforcing high standards
and protecting the consumer, the future of
quality timber roofing and construction in
South Africa is uncertain,’ she says.
				
				
		
So, it’s not really surprising that the FNB/BER
building confidence index during the third
quarter of this year stood at what was reported
to be a 20-year low of 22, from 29 in the
second quarter, indicating that close to 80%
of respondents are dissatisfied with prevailing
business conditions.
That probably sums it up.■

John
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Front row: Minister de Lille, Mr Roy Hendricks.

The Key To Repairing The Ailing Construction
Industry Lies In Rebuilding Of Trust: De Lille

A

growing trust deficit between the government and the
private sector threatens to derail efforts to turn
around the struggling construction sector, but
government is intensifying its efforts to build
meaningful relationships with the industry, Minister of Public
Works and Infrastructure, Patricia de Lille, said at the 118th
Annual General Meeting of the Master Builders and Allied
Trades’ Association of the Western Cape (MBAWC) in
September.

that, from October 2019 to March 2020, the department will be
running 126 projects to the value of around R329 million and
all MBAWC members are encouraged to monitor
advertisements and tender notifications.

The leadership of the MBAWC echoed the minister’s sentiment
on the need for strong public-private partnerships and they
remain positive about the industry’s prospects.

“This will result in the forming of a multi-disciplinary action
team that makes things happen faster on the ground by
evaluating and assessing every single infrastructure plan,
including budgets and timelines, while making sure that no
proposed project is accepted if it is not properly prepared and
tender ready,” said Minister De Lille.

Acknowledging the dire straits in which the construction was
in, De Lille urged the sector to welcome government’s muchtouted R100 billion infrastructure development fund announced
during SONA, which she said will be ramped up alongside a
drive to stamp out corruption and sharpen the technical
capacity of government.
Referring to insights gained from the World Economic Forum
on Africa, which was held in Cape Town recently, Minister De
Lille stressed that the gap in trust between the private sector
and government needed to be addressed saying partnerships
are crucial because government cannot do it alone.
The minister made it clear that she was aware of fraud and
corruption in her department and announced that she was
working with the Special Investigation Unit, the Hawks, the
National Prosecuting Authority, as well as undertaking civil
litigation, to clean out the rot.
She also confirmed that her focus currently is on making the
tender process more transparent and open. She also shared
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The Minister echoed President Cyril Ramaphosa’s sentiments
that projects need to move faster, confirming that she is
building a pool of engineers, project managers, spatial
planners and quantity surveyors in order to achieve this goal.

The MBAWC AGM welcomed incoming President, Roy
Hendricks, new Senior Vice President, Rick Volker, and new
Junior Vice President, Mark Fugard who all confirmed their
enthusiasm for playing a role in serving the Association and its
members. The role of Honorary Treasurer will once again be
assumed by Tony Keal and John Slingsby will take up the role
of Immediate Past President as part of the leadership of the
Association.
“There are still cranes peppering the Cape Town skyline,” said
outgoing President, Mr Slingsby. “There may not be as many,
but they are still there, so all is not lost. We have to remain
optimistic about our country, optimistic about its future and its
ability to lead Africa.”
Delivering his first address to members and guests of the
Association, Mr Hendricks said: “For 128 years, the Association
has proudly stood in service of our members and continued to
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add value in an ever-changing industry and an ever-changing
economy.
“We are living in trying times of economic uncertainty and can
only appeal to government for a message of hope to be turned
into a reality. Together with our industry partners, we, at the
Association, need government to know that we are ready,
willing and able to build this country into the magnificent

splendour we know it can be. Now more than ever, we need to
stand together and support one another as we fight to survive
the current economic climate.”
In conclusion, he echoed Winston Churchill’s iconic words:
“Success is not final; failure is not fatal. It is the courage to
continue that counts”.■
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Minister of Public Works and Infrastructure, Patricia De Lille

■

PERI Initiates Collaborative Training On
Mitigating Injuries On Duty In The Workplace
Group discussions rounded off the session where topics
such as duty to inform; forklift safety; stacking and storage;
and slip and trip hazards hazards were discussed.

Construcion Health and Safety

“These workshops are of great benefit and value to our
members,” said Gerhard Roets, Construction Health and
Safety Manager for MBA North, “and we will most certainly
be facilitating more in the future for our members.”■

Peri’s yard, shed and workshop staff receive training on the mitigating of
injuries on duty in the workplace

D

ue to the sudden increase in the Disabling Injury
Frequency Rate (DIFR) of the industry in general,
Peri Centurion Branch called for a collaborative
workshop, facilitated by Master Builders Association
North (MBA North), in which representatives from the
Federated Employers Mutual (FEM) and the Building and
Construction Industry Medical Aid Fund (BCIMA) addressed
the company’s yard, shed and workshop staff on matters
pertaining to the classification, facts and myths surrounding
injuries on duty in the workplace.

PERI MANAGEMENT
Anton Botes, Cleaning and Repair Manager; Simon Nazo, Transport
and Dispatch Manager; Ronald Mokoena, Return Yard Manager;
Petrus Shanker, Vario Supervisor; Pierre Harmse, Operations Manager;
Michelle Kok, MBA North CHS Officer; Cecil van Zyl, Security and
Facilities Manager and Group H&S Officer

Francois du Plessis from FEM drove home the importance of
all aspects of personal protective equipment (PPE), reminding
the staff that it is the last line of defence, “PPE is the last
barrier between you and hazards,” he said. “PPE is
replaceable – and you are not!”
Ferdi Snyman outlined the importance of medical aid cover
and the variuos options available from BCIMA.

Ferdinand Snyman, Senior Sales Consultant, BCIMA; Zenzele Mabuza,
MBA North Training Officer; Francois du Plessis, FEM, Consultant;
Fabian Gray, FEM, Consultant
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Global Project Management And QS
Consultancy Helps Emerging Construction
Contractors Succeed
system to help them recognise and overcome the challenges
typically faced. This is being achieved via a programme
geared to help them put the right disciplines in place to run
successful, sustainable and competitive businesses.
“Our programme allows qualifying companies to implement a
quality management process, where they develop an
ISO9001:2015 certified system that covers all key business
processes, such as marketing, production, financial
management, human resources management, among
others.”
Key challenges for emergent contractors
Dr Chunnett says the barriers that emergent suppliers often
face include cash-flow control, restricted insight, low
credibility, and a lack of resources and skills retention.

Dr Wanda Chunnett, Turner & Townsend Director

I

n April 2019, Webster Mfebe, CEO of the South African
Forum of Civil Engineering Contractors (SAFCEC),
reported a significant decline in public infrastructure
spend of almost R100 billion from 2017/2018 financial
year to 2018/19. This decrease, according to Mfebe, has had
a severely detrimental impact on the construction industry.
Which is where Turner & Townsend, a global project
management and quantity surveying consultancy operating
in the built environment, is making a significant difference,
helping these players plot a clearer path for growth and
remain competitive.
“Over eight years ago it came to our attention that our clients
in the construction and infrastructure industries were
experiencing difficulties working with small, emerging
contractors who did not have the appropriate risk management
solutions in place and were therefore struggling to meet the
demands of a highly competitive and volatile market,” says
Turner & Townsend Director, Dr Wanda Chunnett.
“Since then we’ve worked with close to 100 qualifying small
enterprises (QSEs) and exempt micro enterprises (EMEs) to
implement a structured, risk-based, quality management
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Says Dr Chunnett: “Smaller enterprises simply cannot match
the salaries, international opportunities or company benefits
of larger corporations, and attempting to do so creates
further cash-flow complications. In addition, attracting
employees can be difficult for smaller enterprises as
graduates, especially in their first few years, seek to build a
credible portfolio of work, which is often perceived to be
found only within the ambit of large corporations.
“Also, due to lower work volumes and fewer projects, Exempt
Micro Enterprises and Qualifying Small Enterprises typically
have limited access to people, finance and technology. The
construction market has been transformed by cutting edge
technologies, but a high capital investment is often required
to trial or implement these innovations. In an industry where
technology is developing rapidly, offering significant time and
efficiency benefits, operating without it can be massively
detrimental.”
Future potential for emergent contractors
Although things might look less than spectacular with the fall
of some of the big names in the construction industry, Dr
Chunnett believes that the changing playing field presents
opportunities for small enterprises that are worth remaining
optimistic about.
“Our programme has delivered real results. Companies on
the programme have won 58 contracts of which 31 had ISO
certification as a mandatory requirement. The total value of
contracts won exceeds R230 million, and permanent
employment across these businesses has grown 4%.”■
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Emerging Contractors

“Cash-flow control can be a major problem for small
enterprises, due to their size and reliance on timeous
payment. These enterprises are frequently smaller than the
businesses they render services to, which creates a real
David and Goliath scenario, with the larger enterprises
potentially using their position of power to manipulate the
situation to their advantage. Smaller enterprises often live or
die on single contracts, so they feel that they are not in the
position to question when invoices don't get paid. They tend
to get lost in the bureaucracy of large businesses, and are
unable to bargain payment terms.”

■

Infiniti Insurance Launches Engineering
Division On Solid Foundation

I

nfiniti Insurance Limited has expanded its offering to
include Construction and Engineering to provide support
for their brokers who are experiencing demand for this
type of insurance.

CEO Sharon Paterson says the development has been
driven by an increasing demand from brokers who perceive
that the Engineering industry needs a fresh approach. The
construction industry has taken a battering in the last few
years under ever decreasing margins which makes it
difficult for them to assume risk themselves.

Company News

“The Engineering Division dovetails with our Guarantee
products, enabling us to offer a more holistic engineering
insurance proposition and risk management solution. The
Engineering division is headed up by Jim Connolly, a risk
underwriter with more than 30 years’ experience,” she
points out.
“Connolly’s division provides cover for the engineering and
construction industry as an economic safeguard against
risks encountered during contract implementation and
execution in the course of roll-out and installation as well as
risks affecting machinery and equipment,” explains
Paterson.
Connolly points to some of the more contentious issues in
the field. “The free issue material is an interesting subject
and one that needs careful consideration. While it is easy to
add a figure to the contract value and to cover an existing
structure that way, it would require completely different
underwriting criteria if in fact that free issue material was the
façade of a heritage building being retained and propped up
during demolition and construction. How is such a unique
item valued 100 or 200 years later? Who is qualified to value
such an item taking into account its existing condition?
Could the value exceed the value of the sum insured for the
new works? I have been actively involved in evaluating
these risks in the past and I am fully conversant with how
and at what value they should be insured to the best benefit
of the client.”
“Loss of Profits or Revenue / Rental is again an interesting
topic. One of the benefits of a Principal Controlled Insurance
Policy (PCI) is that the Contract Works insurance is taken
out by the principal or employer who has a clear insurable
interest in covering any loss of revenue following an
indemnifiable event under the Contract Works section,”
Connolly says.
More conventionally, Infiniti’s Engineering division will cover
employer’s property in the care, custody and control of the
contractor up to a limit agreed and stated on the policy. “We
consider infrastructure and housing projects and the risks
associated with this to be our mainstay,” explains Connolly.
Paterson points to uncertain and turbulent times across the
world, South Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa are experiencing
continued growth in the mid-size projects arena which is
most encouraging and is part of the motivation behind our
entry into this market. From the Infiniti point of view the
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Jim Connolly, Head of Engineering division, Infiniti Insurance

introduction of the engineering products is in line with
market demand and works alongside our Guarantee and
Liability products, allowing all of our brokers a strong
platform for growth.”
Head of the Infiniti Guarantees division Clive Sparks says
they are geared purely towards the construction industry
and the focus is to provide competitive and fair value
guarantee facilities for contractors to cater for their
immediate as well as future guarantee requirements.
The two divisions bring a wealth of construction knowledge
to the table. “Together we are able to understand the
challenges contractors often encounter on-site. From this
solid foundation Infiniti is able to offer assistance and
guidance in terms of solutions and best options, as well as
positioning ways to protect and prevent contractor
guarantees from being called-up. And we go even further to
explain the rights of the contractor and those of the
employer – a well-structured, comprehensive approach by
Infiniti,” highlights Sparks.■
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Shock As South Africa’s Professional
Body For Engineered Timber
Construction Prepares For Dormancy
The Institute for Timber Construction South Africa (ITC-SA),
South Africa’s professional body for the engineered timber
construction industry, established more than 45 years ago to
help formalise and advance the timber roof construction
industry and protect its consumers, has announced its
Resolution Of Dormancy as of 1 November 2019.

T
Industry News

his resolution was formally agreed upon at a recent
board meeting held in Isando, Gauteng, and comes on
the back of protracted talks with various stakeholders
regarding sustainable funding avenues to support the
work of the ITC-SA into the future.
“In the past, a compulsory membership system was in place,
whereby all licensed fabricators were required to hold
membership with the ITC-SA to ensure the continued selfregulation of the engineered timber construction industry in
South Africa,” says Amanda Obbes, ITC-SA General Manager.
“However, over the past two years, this membership has
become voluntary; coupled with a struggling economy, this
has set member support in this critical field into decline.
Without the full support of all stakeholders, the Institute cannot
adequately serve its membership as it has done in the past,
through technical standards, auditing and inspection
procedures and processes developed over the past 46 years,”
she explains.
“This resolution comes as a major blow, not only to the
Institute as a critical and essential custodian of the engineered
timber construction sector, but to its many members who
actively pursue excellence in the built environment through
world-class timber construction, roofing and decking,” says
Obbes, concluding, “Engineered timber construction remains
a viable and intelligent choice in roofing and construction;
however without an entity enforcing high standards and
protecting the consumer, the future of quality timber roofing
and construction in South Africa is uncertain.”
As part of its dormancy strategy, the ITC-SA's website and
social media channels will be closed on 31 October 2019.
However, events and training scheduled for the balance of the
year, as outlined below, will continue as planned.
• Workshop: Understanding Timber Roof Inspections |
Cape Town | 22-24 October 2019

• Workshop: Building Regulations & Standards of Timber
Roof Trusses | Gansbaai, Cape Town | 7 November 2019
• Estimator Designer Course | Ends 15 November 2019
The ITC-SA trademark and all intellectual property will be
preserved by the Institute's auditors and therefore the
logo must be removed from all members' documentation
by 1 November 2019 and may not be duplicated or used
in any way or form. For more information,
email enquiries@itc-sa.org, or visit www.itc-sa.org.■

The Institute for Timber Construction South Africa
(ITC-SA) was established 45 years ago as a professional
body to self-regulate the engineered timber roof structure
industry and to provide design, manufacturing, erection,
inspection and certification for compliance with inter alia
SANS 10400, SANS 10243 and SANS 10082, where
engineering rational designs are applicable.
ITC-SA’s vision has always been to create and maintain
the highest standards in the engineered timber
construction industry by monitoring its membership,
continuously improving standards, promoting and
marketing engineered timber structures, and overseeing
the training and development of its members – a vision
which it has implemented with unswerving focus,
dedication and professionalism to the benefit of its
members, the timbers industry and the construction
sector as a whole.
The Institute is a South African Qualifications Authority
(SAQA) accredited professional body with a professional
membership and therefore must comply with the
requirements as set out in the National Qualifications
Framework Act (NQF Act 67 of 2008 – as amended). The
ITC-SA is also a Category B Recognised Voluntary
Association in terms of the Engineering Profession Act,
2000 (Act 46 of 2000).
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ASAQS Reveals Survey
Findings On Late- And NonPayment By National,
Provincial And Municipal
Government

A

recent survey by the Association
of South African Quantity
Surveyors (ASAQS) shows that
the majority of Quantity
Surveyors experience late- or nonpayment of contractors on national,
provincial and municipal projects.
ASAQS President Christelle Bown
presented the survey findings during a
panel discussion at the 2019 Master
Builders Annual Congress, which was
held on 9 September in Johannesburg.

The survey also highlighted that the
Eastern Cape and Gauteng were the
provinces where their members
experience the most payment-related
problems from government entities.
“The Department of Public Works and
Infrastructure isn’t responsible for the
entire R6 billion in outstanding payments.
Finding the sources of all the outstanding
debt and addressing it with the
appropriate
departments
and
implementing agents will require a
collaborative approach from built
environment stakeholders,” says Bown.
Accounting for violence and disruption
on projects
Another issue that was addressed during
the panel discussion was how Quantity
Surveyors should account for the
community facilitation and safety
measures that are needed to combat the
ongoing violence and intimidation that
has plagued many infrastructure projects
in the country.
“There is a provision for a Community
Liaison Officer in the bill of quantities for
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government projects. A possible solution
could be the addition of a Social and
Community Facilitator consulting role,
which would be an additional cost to the
client but could potentially minimise the
cost of delays and damages from the
construction mafia and other illegal
activities on project sites,” says Bown.

Industry News

“Over 140 ASAQS members participated
in the survey, with the majority of
respondents saying they experience late
and non-payment on government
projects. The Minister of Public Works
and Infrastructure, Patricia de Lille,
recently said that her department had
paid R106 million in outstanding
invoices. While this is a step in the right
direction, it is still only a drop in the
ocean of the R6 billion of government
debt, that needs to be paid to contractors
and professionals in the built
environment,” says Bown.

ASAQS President Christelle Bown

Closer collaboration needed
On 1 August, ASAQS and Master
Builders South Africa (MBSA) signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
to work more closely together to address
challenges in the local construction
sector. The recently held Congress
cemented this sentiment, with members
of ASAQS and the MBSA committing to
working more closely together in future.
“It is vitally important that the many
stakeholders in the built environment
continue with their current attitude of
sincere and meaningful collaboration.
These engagements create a platform
that allows us to address the diverse
and multi-faceted issues that our
industry faces from a position of
commonality. By keeping each other
informed
these
stakeholder
engagements can prioritise the central
issues that are common to us all and
simultaneously create action plans that
deliver viable and sustainable solutions,”
says Bown.
She concludes by encouraging ASAQS
members to participate in upcoming
surveys and she compels other built
environment professionals to do the
same. “Input from different role players
can help shed light on the backlog of
outstanding payments for government
projects. ASAQS will continue to
contribute to meaningful dialogue
surrounding these issues. We endeavour
to make a change for the better.”■
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Steel Industry Follows Construction Sector
To Brink of Collapse
In news from the web SA Builder shares this topical and frightening article by
Sasha Planting of BUSINESS MAVERICK, 3 October 2019:
Today neither Robor, nor its competitor Macsteel Tube & Pipe
exist, at the cost of more than 600 jobs. The companies
supplied pipes for water supply, tube for structural engineering
applications, hi-tensile scaffolding, mine support systems and
precision tubing in general.
Robor was also one of a diminishing pool of SA companies
that remained sufficiently competitive to export its product, in
its case to the US. Its galvanised-pipe factory was considered
among the top three in the world. The institutional knowledge
that has been lost with the closing of those doors cannot be
recovered.
Two weeks ago, Steeledale, part of the black-woman led
Kutana Steel Group, applied for business rescue. And before
the end of this year, Macsteel, one of SA’s biggest steel
suppliers with more than 7 000 customers, will close at least
eight of its 40-odd branch offices, losing about 300 jobs in the
process.

Sasha Planting

					

I

In five years Macsteel has halved its workforce, decreasing
from 5 500 employees to just over 3 000.
Image: Moneyweb

n June, President Cyril Ramaphosa was mocked for
articulating a dream to build a smart city and a high-speed
rail network in SA. But a grand vision such as this is what
is needed to save SA’s steel industry (and maybe SA).

This week’s announcement of the voluntary liquidation of
downstream steel supplier Robor caught no one in the steel
industry by surprise. The 90-year-old firm had fought tooth and
nail to survive – even securing permission from the Competition
authorities in 2018 to merge with a competitor, which was
allowed under the “failing firms” principle.
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“The job losses in the downstream sector over the last five
years are significant,” says Paolo Trinchero, CEO of the
Southern African Institute of Steel Construction. “About 10 000
jobs have been shed just by five to six companies.”
Most companies are operating on a four-day week and further
retrenchments are planned.
This is nothing new: the steel industry has been in decline
since 2014.
“We keep thinking we are at the bottom, and we realise we are
not, so we have to rejig some more,” Trinchero says.
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“By now the industry may have passed its tipping point.”
The steel industry crisis has been fuelled by a combination of
an exceptional increase in costs and very low demand. These
factors combine to make running competitive steel mills and
downstream steel businesses in South Africa problematic.
Each part of the industry faces different challenges.
Primary suppliers like ArcelorMittal are being crippled by high
input costs – electricity, iron ore, coking coal – while the global
price of steel has fallen. Cheap imports don’t help.
Midstream players such as Macsteel, Trident and Scaw Metals
and downstream companies like engineering works, fabricators
and manufacturers of tube and pipe, wire rods, fasteners,
pressure valves and other engineering consumables all have
their own challenges – which makes finding a blanket fix tricky.
A number of issues specific to Robor were outlined in the
SENS statement issued by Tiso Blackstar, which owned
almost 42% of the manufacturer. These include the margineroding effect of cheaper Chinese imports, delays in the
signing of Independent Power Producer agreements with the
South African government and the well-publicised financial
demise of Eskom.

Policy uncertainty is also constraining recovery in the sector,
he says. Just resolving the outstanding issues around the
mining charter would be positive.
“The mining industry accounts for 23% of the industry’s
business, followed by construction and agri-processing.”
Hope for the embattled sector could lie in the Metals and
Engineering Sector Masterplan, which is currently being
formulated.
“We are working on the masterplan,” Trade and Industry
Minister Ebrahim Patel told delegates attending the Southern
African Metals and Engineering Indaba in September.
“It will be a concise, action-oriented and implementable plan.”
Also imperative, says Ade, is an implementation plan for
Africa’s proposed Free Trade Area.
“We need to accrue the benefits for our sector. China,
Germany and the US – they all have implementation plans for
Africa.”
However, Rome is burning and what the industry needs is
volume, and fast. Like any industry with high fixed costs and
low margins, scale is the only answer. Which means as the
industry “right-sizes” to stay afloat, it becomes less and less
competitive in the face of cheaper imports.
“The Chinese businesses have come in with ridiculous pricing,
often below production cost, just to buy the market,” says
Mike Benfield, CEO of Macsteel. “The writing was on the wall
when we, as the largest reseller of tube and pipe found we
could buy product cheaper than the base cost of production.
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“There is a war out there to achieve the next sale.”
The result is that companies are cutting their margins to the
point that they are becoming unsustainable.
Government has attempted to support the industry through
import tariffs. This props up primary producers like Arcelor,
which were in turn meant to pass the benefits on in the form of
lower prices to the industry. However, Arcelor is still battling to
remain sustainable and has been unable to pass the benefit
along.
Compounding the sector’s woes is the reduced appetite of
financial intermediaries to support it. For instance, Santam no
longer provides trade credit insurance to the steel industry,
leaving an Old Mutual subsidiary as the only provider.
“We provide our customers with up to 90 days’ credit, which
we cover,” says Benfield. As a working-capital-intensive
business, this provides Macsteel with the freedom to trade
competitively. But companies are now battling to get cover on
their debtors.
Similarly, with clients breaching their covenants, many banks
are questioning the sustainability of the steel industry and are
considering withdrawing or limiting their lines of credit – a
death knell for any sector.
The eco-system is at a tipping point and the talk about
re-industrialising South Africa is not working.
If we do things the way we have been doing them we won’t get
anywhere, says Trinchero, who is also part of government’s
recently reconvened Steel Committee:
“It will take more than tariffs, we need to be bold.”
What the sector needs is positive sentiment and engineering
projects it can get its teeth into. But how do you do this when
there is no strength on the balance sheets of state-owned
enterprises?
You build a bullet train to Durban, Cape Town and Harare;
expand the Gautrain; get trucks off the roads. Government will
not need to finance this, it will have to facilitate the process,
but then it can step out of the way.
“What we need is leadership that dreams,” says Trinchero.■
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Added to this are high operating costs including electricity (up
500% in eight years), logistics, ports, fuel and even carbon
costs, says Michael Ade, chief economist at the Steel and
Engineering Industries Federation of Southern Africa (Seifsa).

Paolo Trinchero, CEO of the Southern African Institute of Steel
Image: SA Builder
Construction

An Expo Of Note

S

outh African Builder, a Media Partner for the 2019
Western Cape Construction Expo, speaks to Justin
Marthinus, Marketing Manager for event organisers
DMG Events, who declares the event was a roaring

success.
“We were delighted to host participants from 16 countries
and three continents,” says Marthinus.
He goes on to say that there were many enquiries and
interest shown in brick making machines, loaders, and
forklifts at the show. This year Revaro partnered with PPC
for its block making demo which was a great interactive
session for the visitors.
One Stop Tool Shop says they were able to increase their
brand awareness and find new clients at the show enabling
us to expand our business. In addition they secured a large
number of post-show follow ups about which they are very
happy.
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Another exhibitor, PHE Luxwood Homes, exhibited at the
Cape Construction Expo back in 2017, and are ecstatic that
this years’ experience in terms of visibility, foot traffic and
the organiser’s service has been outstanding. “We have
already re-booked a stand for next year,” say PHE Luxwood.
The Expo offered twenty-six free interactive workshops on
professional training across all disciplines within the
construction industry in the Architecture Talks and
Contractors’ Corner.
On CPD accreditation, The South African Institute of
Building Design, South African Institute of Civil Engineers,
South African Institute for Marine Engineers and Naval
Architects provided CPD accreditation for architects and
engineers.
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The Stakeholder Engagement Forum brought together key
stakeholders in the Western Cape’s construction and built
environment sector in an interactive discussion on inner city
transformation, provincial investment and development
initiatives, overcoming industry challenges and how public
and private sector can better collaborate to unlock
construction industry bottlenecks.
Minister of the Western Cape Department of Human
Settlements, MEC Tertius Simmers encouraged stakeholders
to think smart, plan smart and build smart. His uplifting
closing address highlighted the Department’s plans for
radical acceleration of housing opportunities, radical
implementation of innovative solutions and an integrated
approach to Human Settlements.■
Show highlights
3 000+ attendees
90 exhibiting companies
R50 000 in visitor prizes
60 media and association partners
26 free workshops
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Leroy Merlin Opens Second Store In South
Africa

G

lobal French home improvement
retailer,
LEROY
MERLIN,
recently opened its second new
store in Little Falls, Roodeport in
Johannesburg. This is part of the brand’s
active pipeline that will materialize into four
stores in South Africa by 2020. The total
investment is projected to be R1 billion,
with further nationwide expansion on the
cards, beyond 2020.

“South Africans love their homes and are constantly doing
improvements, from facelift renovations to complete structural
changes. We uncovered the extent to which that passion
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influences their hardware purchase behaviour before setting
up our first store in Greenstone in 2017. Ordinary South
Africans welcomed us into their homes and through over 600
home visits countrywide, we learnt people’s needs and the
existing gap in hardware retail. It was the most insightful
research; we listened as people talked us through their
aspirations for their homes and their hardware retail
experiences,” said Cedric Sennepin, CEO of LEROY MERLIN
South Africa. ■
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The store is on a 45 000 m2 campus,
nestled within easy reach of neighbourhoods
and businesses in the Roodeport area. The
sales floor is 9 000 m2 and offers the
widest selection of construction, hardware,
tools, kitchen, bathroom, home décor and
garden products. With more than 35 000
references and ample stock availability,
customers will be spoiled for choice. 30%
of the store’s entire range is sourced from the LEROY MERLIN
supply chain in France. 70% of stock is locally sourced: 30%
from international brands that have South African operations
and 40% produced and manufactured locally.
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144 Oxford
A Dream Becomes
An Iconic Reality

T

his in depth feature by SA Builder on the 144 Oxford
project provides insight from the ground up, from the
client’s vision, to architectural concept through to all
aspects of construction, including challenges faced
along the way and innovative solutions developed.
Client:
Architect:
Main Contractor:

Growthpoint
Paragon Architects South Africa
Tiber Construction and WBHO
Joint Venture partnership
Geotechnical Engineering: Frank Africa
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BACKGROUND: CONCEPT AND DESIGN
South African Builder speaks to the Senior Project
Architectural Technologist of Paragon Architects, Taz-Wynne
Superman, lead architect on the project.

C

onceived by Growthpoint Properties in 2015, this
prestigious and iconic R1.2 billion 36 700 m²
premium-grade 144 Oxford Road office development
in Rosebank, Johannesburg, is aimed at capitalising
on the demand for office space in the popular precinct.
Growthpoint appointed Paragon Architects South Africa to
bring this architectural dream to reality. Featuring two extended
office towers connected by a central atrium, this striking
development consists of nine occupiable floors and six
basement levels for parking. Taz-Wynne and his team of seven
architects worked closely with the client for some six years –
finalising the design through a range of iterations, complicated
along the way with changes in tenant and the ironing out of
logistical challenges before construction could begin.

A primary feature of this striking building is the imposing
central atrium which interconnects the two office towers. A
25m steel girder spans the top of the atrium, creating a
massive open area free of columns. The girder also supports
the glass façade by means of steel beams spanning the same
length of the girder, onto which the glass is clipped. As space
is a crucial element of the overall aesthetic of the building
unwanted columns would detract completely from the design
criteria of the atrium.
“Every part of the building has performance glass of different
types, based on the planning of the building” explains TazWynne. “On the northern side, for example, there are three

types of double-glazed glass system: 50T, which is a more
clear lower performance glass which doesn’t reflect much
sunlight; then a Cool-lite ST120 glass – a higher performing
glass which is very reflective allowing very little heat through;
followed by a Solar E plus grey, darker black-grey glass –
slightly less performing which, being dark in colour, attracts
more heat.”
The entire building is double glazed and also incorporates
acoustic glazing. The scope of Paragon’s design includes all
common interior floor space of the building, including the
atrium, bathrooms and common passageways. Each tenant is
free to design their own interior space to while following a
Tenant Criteria Document provided by the property owner.
As tiles play an important role in the interior design, only the
best Italian tiles, being world leaders in this field, were
selected for this purpose.
144 Oxford is well positioned with Gautrain nearby and directly
opposite the Rosebank Shopping Mall and The Zone, enabling
refreshing walking in an urban environment and enjoyment of
its retail space. Dedicated traffic lights opposite the entrance
to 144 Oxford encourage pedestrian access.
On construction challenges, Taz-Wynne points out that
logistics played a key role as no lay down area was available
on the site. This meant that all façades were pre-fabricated
off-site and were then installed immediately on delivery, which
was tightly planned and coordinated and thus required no
storage on site.
Initially the building was designed for a 4-Star Green Star
design. However as construction progressed it soon became
clear that a 5-Star Green Star Design Certification from the
Green Building Council of South Africa (GBCSA) was quite
feasible as the design was nine points ahead of the GBCSA
requirement for a 5-Star rating. 144 Oxford currently awaits
confirmation of this rating application from GBCSA. A four star
design rating was achieved.
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“We are very proud as a team to have achieved all of our
design objectives to the client’s satisfaction,” says TazWynne. “Our ongoing interaction with all members of the
Professional Team was of the highest level, with sharing of
ideas and resolving challenges together enabling the project to
be ready for hand-over at the end of this month [ First week of
November 2019].”

Façades, blinds, electrical systems, lights with motion
detectors, recirculation of radiant heat and harvesting of rain
water are all primary contributors to the 5-Star Green Star
rating – as is the planting of indigenous plants in the
deceptively large garden area, creating a very important
aspect of the exciting vibe of the building as a whole.
The roof is a functional combination comprising a flat concrete
roof housing mechanical plant and, with air circulation going
through a second “soft” roof above the main roof. In addition
to two full backup generators have been installed to keep the
entire building fully operational during power outages..
The six basement areas accommodate over 1 500 sizeable
parking bays and encourage green star points through
features such as bicycle storage racks, motor-cycle bays,
showers and change rooms.
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“The entire Paragon team, contractors and the main contractor
– Tiber WBHO JV – are extremely pleased with the outcome of
this complex project, on time, and ready for hand-over to client
in a few weeks’ time [beginnning of November 2019],”
concludes Taz-Wynne.■

Professional team
Client: 		 Growthpoint Properties
Development Manager: 		 Growthpoint Management 		
		Services
Architect: 		 Paragon Group
Civil & Structural Engineer: Sutherland Engineers
Quantity Surveyor: 		 RLB Pentad, Farrow Laing 		
		 Quantity Surveyors
Electrical Engineer: 		 Conscius Electrical Engineers,
		 Claassen & Auret Consulting
		Engineers
Mechanical Engineer: 		 Aurecon Group
Facade Engineer: 		 Arup
Fenestration:		 Geustyn & Horak (G&H)
Wet Services Engineer: 		 MG Building Services
Fire Engineer: 		 Specialised Fire Technology
Lift Consultant: 		 Solutions for Elevating
Geotechnical services:		 Franki Africa
Main Contractor: 		 Tiber WBHO Joint Venture
Project Manager and
Principal Agent:
Origina Project Management
Green Building Consultant: Aurecon
Landscape Architect: 		 Ochre Office

CONSTRUCTION
Construction of 144 Oxford was undertaken by the Tiber WBHO Joint Venture (JV).
South African Builder conducted a Q&A session with JV
partner, Tino Pereira, Director of WBHO Building North in order
to gain further insight to the construction process on the
project, its logistics, challenges and solutions:
SA Builder: Tiber Construction and WBHO have built
significant synergy over time to complete projects such as this.
Could you describe briefly how the teams have forged such
strong and effective operational relationships.
Tino: The successful partnership goes back to 2011 when we
completed our first JV Project, Alexandra Forbes. The likemindedness of senior management and the culture of
excellence in delivery of the respective company’s employees
have made us a formidable leading JV in the industry - this was
a large contributing factor to the initial success. In creating a
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strong history of successfully completed mega projects, the
relationship has only grown from strength to strength. A further
contributing factor was the decision to fully integrate skilled
staff and management resources on the JV’s, thus creating a
team atmosphere rather than unhealthy competition, ensuring
that we are all united under one common goal: the success of
the Team. Team building sessions are held periodically to
further integrate and strengthen the good team work flow
ethic. Mutual respect between individuals has been encouraged
and cultivated from higher management filtering down to the
guys on the ground.
SA Builder: In the case of 144 Oxford, what skills and
capability strengths did your company bring to the project?
And outline the general modus operandi between the two
companies in this JV project.

SA Builder: What were your primary challenges encountered
during construction? In particular the steel structures and
installation of the facades.
Tino: The Atrium was highlighted at the outset as probably the
most challenging aspect of the project and to this end the JV
encouraged the professional team to fast track the procurement
and the shop detailing of the intricate design elements. After
numerous design and buildability sessions, the erection of the
steel girder requiring special road closures and regular interim
inspections to ensure the steel work performed to design
criteria. The complexity of the transfer structure on the ground

SA Builder: Did you experience logistical challenges of any
sort?
Tino: The proximity of the project to the busy Oxford road,
restricted access on Tottenham road imposed by the Melrose
Residency Association (MRA) and the sensitivity of having
surrounding schools in the area required close cooperation
between all parties to ensure deliveries were scheduled to a
strict timetable and adhered to.
SA Builder: Were you able to accommodate all the architect's
requirements? To what extent were adjustments required and
in which disciplines?
Tino: Some of the architectural challenges on this project were
quite unique, as each project designed by Paragon is not like
any other in the industry or even like any other they've
designed. Most of their projects simulate futuristic shapes and
concepts. Some internal design details being quite unique and
out of the norm require regular workshops and buildability
sessions and normally achieve the right end goal set out by
Paragon.
SA Builder: Were you affected at all by late re-design
requirements by the client?  
Tino: The project started out as an hotel and office development
at the end of 2017, but soon after taking site hand-over the
hotel was removed from the scheme and replaced with offices,
which required a complete redesign of the building. The
professional team managed to mitigate some delays by
working fervently through the builders break to enable a restart
towards the end of January 2018.■
CONTACT DETAILS
PARAGON ARCHITECTS
Taz-Wynne Superman
Senior Architectural Technologist
+27 11 482 3781
tazwynnes@paragon.co.za
www.paragon.co.za
TIBER CONSTRUCTION:
Trevor Dillon
Operations Director
+27 11 430 7700
trevord@tiber.co.za
www.tiber.co.za
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WBHO:
Tino Pereira
Director
Building North
+27 11 321 7200
tinop@wbho.co.za
www.wbho.co.za

Franki Africa
Victor Ferreira
Business Development Manager
+ 27 11 531 2700
victor.ferreira@keller.com
www.keller.com
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Tino: Both companies added to the skills and resource pool,
while one company may have had a team member more
experienced in management aspects, the other company
would complement this by providing experience in a more
technical role. Past experience from other projects on the
successes and failures was instilled into the team. We both
believe in the integration of experienced, very skilled tradesmen
with that of dynamic youngsters which has created a very well
balanced team at 144 Oxford.

floor required close coordination between the structural design
team and the architect - this proved to be key to the successful
buildability of this level. Other key elements requiring
close buildability sessions were the sloped facade on thenoses.

View of the 144 Oxford site from above the west elevation

Franki Defies Challenges To Meet Landmark
Project’s Tight Programme

A
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time.

n optimised design to match a taxing contract
programme was instrumental in Franki Africa’s ability to
hand over the challenging foundations and lateral
support work for the landmark 144 Oxford project on

Franki Africa was recently contracted to provide geotechnical
services for the ground-breaking 144 Oxford project, a flagship
35 000 m² development by Growthpoint Properties. Located on
Oxford Road in Rosebank, Johannesburg, the development is
set for completion this month. When complete, the
35 000 m² development, will establish a new landmark office
address in Rosebank with an innovative design that supports
modern businesses to thrive and evolve.
Franki was responsible for the design, supply and installation of
the earth retaining lateral support system and the piled
foundations of this development. The project scope included a
five-level basement to a maximum depth of 15 m below natural
ground level with a total of 5 755 m² of lateral support, as well
as 235 no. foundation piles with column loads varying between
3 800 and 15 000 kN.
Contract programme
According to Brett Markides, Senior Design Engineer at Franki
Africa, from the onset, the contract programme proposed by the
client proved challenging. However, the development was
considered a key project for Franki, and an optimised design to
match the contract programme was fundamental to winning the
tender in such a competitive market.
The west elevation of the development incorporated a Gautrain
servitude roughly 12 m beyond the site boundary where no
structural elements of any lateral system could be installed
through. The solutions to this problem were not immediately
obvious as the servitude posed a restriction on the anchor
lengths required for conventional lateral support. “The design
team at Franki had to revert to first principles and hand
calculations to conceptualise a workable solution that would
account for this restriction,” explains Markides.
Changes in design were a constant challenge and design
development had to conform to the engineers’ and clients’
specifications. In this regard, Franki relied heavily on its uniquely
integral in-house design team to deal with the changes as and
when they occurred, as well as providing cost-effective workable
solutions to the professional teams.
“Ultimately, an innovative design solution was proposed by
Franki that would meet the engineers’ specifications, and from
a commercial standpoint, the programme would be achievable,”
says Markides.
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Challenges in lateral
support
The design of the lateral
support system on the North,
East and South elevations
comprised soldier piles with a
system of active and passive
support in the form of
anchors.
“On the west elevation, an initial cut back and batter was
proposed to reduce the retained height of the wall, effectively
reducing the lateral forces and mitigating the requirement for
structural elements extending into the Gautrain Servitude. The
west elevation comprised soldier piles with a similar system of
alternative active and passive support,” explains Markides.
Franki developed a fully working FEM model in Plaxis 2D,
capable of staged construction analysis and analysed all
expected forces in structural elements and factors of safety at
all construction stages. Verification of stability and deflections in
the temporary and permanent state were analysed and checked
against the required specifications. The resulting output
confirmed the expected modes of failure at the factor of safety
stages, and the model was deemed appropriate for the design
solution.
Verification of the design followed an observational approach on
site through stringent monitoring to ensure predicted vs actual
deflections aligned throughout construction.
Accurate and
up-to-date record keeping was critical to the project’s success.
Due to the innovative design process, health and safety
considerations were incorporated by employing well understood
and recognised methodologies in Franki, so that neither
additional risk would be placed onto the site teams nor would
any unfamiliar construction methodologies be introduced. “As
part of the design process, an integrated risk-management
analysis was undertaken to highlight any potential concerns that
might arise from a technical standpoint,” says Markides.
Piling
The geotechnical information indicated competent rock granite
between 5 m and 15 m below bulk excavation level. Auger cast
in-situ piles socketed into competent rock were chosen as the
most economical piling solution, and Franki optimised the pile
layout to accommodate higher loads on fewer piles.
“This was made possible with specialised cleaning tools to
effectively clean the pile bases through mechanical action as
opposed to cleaning the bases by hand,” concludes Markides.■
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Heritage Rehabilitation
By Reinier Visser, Director of New
Urban Architects and Urban
Designers

A building with historical value must remain relevant
It is important that the building continues to function for its
primary purpose – that of a government building - and not
become a museum.
Therefore, the aim is not to restore the building to some
original state or condition, but to add another layer of history
that is representative of the first democratic government of
South Africa. The richness in the built fabric, through the
layering of interventions over the years, is representative of
our past, present, and future. Though not insignificant, the
cultural heritage value of the building and its function far
outweighs the architectural, physical heritage.
Having been the seat of government for 135 years, many
alterations to the original building were made to meet the
needs, requirements, and growth of each of the successive
governments. Our first step is to repair damaged fabric and
to do maintenance where needed. The next step is to remove
the redundant infrastructure and to sensitively incorporate
modern technology to allow the occupants to operate
effectively.
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The primary historical renovation strategy in a project such
as this is to preserve as much of the original building fabric
as possible, and to add as little new fabric as possible. Any
new interventions should not damage the existing fabric
beyond repair and should be designed to be reversible,
should it become necessary in the future. Sensitivity is key.
Reinier Visser, Director of New Urban Architects and Urban Designers

T

he National Council of Provinces building in Cape
Town forms part of the Parliament of South Africa
and is located in the Parliamentary Precinct, which is
a Grade 1 heritage resource. The undertaking of a
rehabilitation project on a heritage building such as this
requires an enormous amount of sensitivity and design skill
to combine the old with the new.
The building itself was completed in 1884 and has been part
of our Government since the British rule in 1806. It was the
seat of three further Government representatives before
1994, when it became the seat of the National Council of
Provinces under the first democratic government.

The first step on such a project of cultural and historical
importance
New Urban began this project with research to understand
the historical significance of the building, and how it has
changed over time. This process produced what we call a
sensitivity map, which indicates where both intervention and
preservation can take place to ensure we retain the historical
context when performing updates to the internal services and
structural repairs. A thorough building condition assessment
was done at the same time to determine where the building
fabric had deteriorated and needed restoration, and to
assess the condition of electrical and mechanical services.
This process gave us an action plan for renovations while
taking into consideration the client’s requirements for the end
use.

Its purpose is to ensure that the nine Provinces and local
governments have a direct voice in Parliament when laws are
made. Collectively, the National Council of Provinces ensures
that provincial interests are considered in the national sphere
of government. When undertaking the rehabilitation of such
an important building, it’s primary use and purpose is of as
much importance as the historical context.

“The aim is not to restore the
building to some original state or
condition, but to add yet another
layer of history”
The building has undergone many alterations and renovations
over the last 100 years, most of which were internal. The first
major intervention was in 1910 by Sir Herbert Baker, while
the last major alteration was to the Chamber in 2002.
Work began on the current renovations towards the end
of 2017.
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historical buildings should become universally accessible to
enable people of all abilities to visit and work in these
buildings. This requires certain interventions, for example to
deal with level changes.

Not without challenges
Our biggest challenge is no doubt to incorporate the
installation of new mechanical, electrical and electronic
services in a way that would maintain the character and
appeal of the original. These buildings were built in a time
when air conditioning, data lines, and CCTV cameras, for
example, were unknown. Modernisation is imperative for the
primary function of the NCOP.
Renovation, or rehabilitation, of a heritage building, requires
an enormous amount of sensitivity and design skill to
combine these new additions with the old. It requires
extensive research and experience into the construction
methods and materials in our old buildings.
New trends in heritage restoration give us insight into what is
possible. They showcase new techniques and materials that
allow architects to restore heritage buildings in even more
sensitive ways. It is always important to remain current and
incorporate these modern techniques where possible.
Designing with modern use in mind
The building must function to remain relevant and continue to
form a part of our urban fabric and history. Without this, it
would become just another museum.
Electronic installations (data, communications, and security)
are vital components in every business today, and no less so
for a government office. Failure to modernise would render
the building, and its purpose in serving our communities,
obsolete. Similarly, lighting and energy-saving innovations
have become critical in the modern world, and governments
must set an example in their buildings. At a human level,
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On the Capitol Building in Washington DC
The Capital Building in Washington is a wonderful example of
how the seamless and invisible integration of modern
services in a historical building of this nature can occur
naturally, as the building allows the historical fabric and
artworks to remain the primary focus. The attention to detail
and continuous maintenance was very evident, and the
underground visitor’s centre was impressive, as it did not
negatively impact on the historical relevance of the building.
Much of what I saw reinforced that our approach was in line
with international trends.
Incorporating environmental standards into a piece of
history
In principle, the reuse of an existing building in an inner city
is already promoting sustainability. In the process of
revitalising the building for modern use, we use sustainable
materials - for example, locally manufactured ‘green’ air
conditioning units and led light fittings – and remove
unhealthy materials, such as asbestos and lead. Incorporating
energy-efficient electrical and mechanical installations will
reduce the building’s overall energy needs. In terms of job
creation and promoting scarce skills and knowledge, the
renovations require labour intensive work, including the
passing on of specialist rehabilitation techniques such as
wood-graining paint techniques.
The National Council of Provinces building is a continuum of
history, from the day it was built to today, and into the future.
It is a compendium of the history of our nation. That should
be the focus for visitors, and that remains our focus in this
important project.■
The history of the NCOP Building
The NCOP building was the seat of Government under British
rule from 1884 to 1910. Thereafter it became the seat of the
Union Government from 1910 to 1961. From 1961 to 1984 it
became the seat of the Senate of the Republican Government
and from 1984 to 1994 the seat for the House of Representatives
in the Tricameral Government. In 1994, it became the seat of
the National Council of Provinces of the first democratic
government and remains so to this day.
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SAISC Steel Awards 2019 Showcases Its
Innovative Mettle In Steel Construction
10 October 2019: Northgate Dome (Johannesburg) / Venue D’Aria, Durbanville
(Cape Town) / Mount Edgecombe Country Club (KZN)

Steel in Cocnstruction

“Another important factor which definitely contributed to the
increased entries and sponsorships in 2019, is the very
intensive and dynamic communications campaigns
undertaken to market the Awards – across all platforms from
social media to online, print and broadcast media - which
also significantly increased the overall visibility and traction of
the Awards throughout industry,” Trinchero adds.

Overall winners in Steel Awards 2019, NJV Consulting for the Durban
Christian Centre, receive their trophy

A

dversity often brings opportunities with it. South
Africa’s steel industry has been going through a
period of severe challenges, affecting the entire
supply chain and seeing the most serious contraction
for many years in the sector.

“This year, we can really say that a wide range of stakeholders
in the greater built environment – from architects and
engineers to riggers, welders and even university students –
actively participated in Steel Awards and have started to
recognise the pivotal importance of steel. We are particularly
pleased with the greater diversity of entries received this
year,” he remarks.
The aim of the Awards is to highlight the use of steel in the
built environment. “The annual Steel Awards are intended to
create a sense of inclusivity and community and to resonate
with a wider audience including a wider representation of
gender, generational and ethnic groups,” explains SAISC
Chairperson Nicolette Skjoldhammer.

Despite the prevailing ‘doom and gloom’, however, the South
African Institute of Steel Construction (SAISC) has remained
true to its role of industry champion during this challenging
time, focusing on innovation, positivity and creativity –
particularly with regards to this year’s Steel Awards.
This approach has borne fruit, with the SAISC 2019 Steel
Awards achieving record entries and sponsorship - as well as
growing the diversity of the entries received.
This year the SAISC received a record-breaking number of 94
entries for the awards as opposed to 70 in 2018 and 59 in
2017. In addition, sponsorship of the Steel Awards has grown
by remarkable 40% from 10 sponsors in 2018 to 14 this year.
This is according to Paolo Trinchero, CEO of the SAISC, who
explains that the marked increase in sponsorship was largely
due to a restructuring of the Awards sponsorship options,
which made these more affordable and accessible to potential
sponsors.

In the Light Steel Framed Building category the winner was the Protea
Glen Secondary School

This aim was brilliantly realised by the entry of the overall
Steel Awards 2019 winner and winner of the SAFAL Steel
Innovation category, the Durban Christian Centre. This
building was commissioned to replace an earlier church
which had burnt down, and is in the shape of a large dome.
Here, the innovation lay in the geometry of the large roof
arches, inclined in different planes which provide support for
the roof; as well as the very tight site access.

The Durban Christian Centre, overall winner of Steel Awards 2019 and
winner of the SAFAL Steel Innovation category
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“The Durban Christian Centre is a very bold project. For the
engineer to realise the form the architect envisioned must
have been very complex,” Skjoldhammer continues. The
nominator and structural engineer was NJV Consulting, the
architect, Elphick Proome Architecture and the steelwork
contractor Impact Engineering.
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• Winner in the Global Roofing Solutions Metal Cladding
Category was a building named the 1054, designed and
nominated by architects DMV Architecture, with the main
contracting carried out by Jeremy Delport Construction.
The contrast of the building’s solid exterior with a light and
airy interior succeeds in creating a welcoming and
connecting space.
• In the SAISC Steel Awards Commercial Category, the
building constructed for KTM Raceworx made innovative
use of a steel frame system with cellular beams to support
the floors and accommodate HVAC and other services.
The nominator in this instance was Macsteel while the
structural engineer and main contractors were JandC
Structural and Civil Design.
• The Association of Steel Tube and Pipe Manufacturers of
South Africa’s (ASTPM’s) Tubular Category was won by
the structure Fourways Mall Promotions Court. As part of
the upgrade of the Fourways Mall, the new roof is
essentially a tubular structure, which is lightweight and
aesthetically very pleasing. The nominator and steelwork
contractor was CADCON Pty Ltd, and the architects were
Boogertman & Partners.

“The members of the Durban Christian Centre project team
epitomise all the aspects of diversity which the SAISC is
striving for within the steel industry, all working in harmony to
achieve an amazingly creative and innovative outcome,” she
adds.
Other category winners are as follows:
• In the Mitek Industries South Africa Light Steel Framed
Building category, the winner was the Protea Glen
Secondary School, constructed for the Gauteng Department
of Education. This was one of nine schools commissioned
by the Department, the aim being to adjudicate various
building systems and their advantages – and how these
could create structures conducive to learning. The project
capitalised on the key features of light steel frame building,
namely: speed, thermal efficiency, acoustics and flexibility
of design. The architect on this project was Local Studio,
the structural engineer, the Structural Workshop, the
engineer Luleka Consulting Engineers and the main
contractor Abacus Space Solutions.
• In the ArcelorMittal South Africa Architectural category, the
winning entry was the Peech Hotel located in Melrose,
Johannesburg. The architect on this project, Meshworks
and structural engineers EVH Consulting, were charged
with extending the existing hotel onto a newly acquired
adjacent property. Steel was used throughout the project
to express a layered architecture of lightness, and as a tool
in the integration of built form with landscape.
• In the Industrial category, the winner’s trophy went to the
Omnia Nitro Phosphate Plant constructed for the diversified
chemicals group Omnia. The nominator, steelwork
contractor and steel erector was SE Steel Fabrication Pty
Ltd. With tight project deadlines and multiple challenges
including working at a height of up to 46 metres, this
complex plant construction was achieved safely and on
time.
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• In the Safintra South Africa Factory and Warehouse
category, top honours went to Chilleweni Cold Storage
Solutions. Constructed in Gosforth Park Germiston, the
building’s fresh design approach has given rise to a visually
appealing industrial, fit-for-purpose industrial building.
• The SAISC Steel Awards Bridges Category went to the
CTICC Skybridge, which connects the Cape Town
International Convention Centre with the CTICC East
Expansion. This bridge allows the two buildings to function
effectively as an integrated unit and epitomises the CTICC’s
main purpose of connecting people.
The SAISC is profoundly grateful to major sponsors Aveng
Trident Steel, BSI Steel, Cadex Systems SA, Macsteel, NJR
Steel, Stewarts and Lloyds and Pro Roof Steel and Tube.
“In the light of the current economic pressures which we face
in South Africa, we are hugely encouraged by industry’s
response to, and involvement in, this year’s Steel Awards –
the sponsorship, the number of awards and the diversity of
every aspect from the entries to the judging panel and
sponsors,” says Trinchero.
“South Africa needs a healthy and vibrant steel construction
industry, and this year’s highly successful Steel Awards event
will do much to showcase not only the capabilities of steel as
a material of construction – but those of all the amazing
people who work throughout the entire sector to promote the
future sustainability of our industry,” he concludes.■

Winner in the Metal Cladding Category was a building named the 1054,
designed and nominated by architects DMV Architecture
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In the Industrial category, the winner’s trophy went to the Omnia Nitro
Phosphate Plant

SASFA’s LSFB Training Course A Hit With
Building Contractors
Finally, fibre cement board for external
cladding is addressed, including the
installation of the vapour permeable
membrane, sizes and availability of fibre
cement - boards and planks, fixing
accessories, installation guidelines, and
door and window frame installation detail
is presented.

Steel in Cocnstruction

The students pictured with the LSF structure they erected as part of the practical work of the
course. John Barnard, Director of SASFA is on the far right.

I

n October the Southern African Light Steel Frame Building
Association (SASFA) successfully presented its 5-day
training course for light steel frame building contractors
– for the 29th time! The course was presented at The
Building Centre in Cape Town during the week 30 September
to 4 October 2019.
“The course is growing in popularity, as an increasing
number of building contractors, developers, architects and
engineers wish to become more knowledgeable about LSFB,
also on a practical level,” says John Barnard, Director of
SASFA.”
Successful completion of the course is a pre-requisite for
applying for SASFA Builder Membership.
The course will be presented again in February 2020 in
Gauteng.
The course is split into two sections:
1. Steel frame materials, components, and erection (3 ½
days), covering introduction to light steel frame building
(LSFB), the steel making process and
properties of coated steel sheet,
followed by sections on foundations,
manufacturing of light steel frames and
trusses, construction tools, wall frame
set-out, handling, loads, floor framing,
wall framing, roof structures, planning
and the installation of services, and
2. Internal lining, external cladding and
insulation (1½ days), covering the
properties, manufacturing and benefits
of glass-wool insulation, acoustics,
energy efficiency, environmental issues,
storage and handling of glass-wool and
tools and installation methodology.
This is followed by a section on gypsum
plasterboard, covering properties, storage
and handling, cutting, tools and application
for walls, ceilings and finishing.
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To ensure that the theoretical concepts are
well understood, the course includes a
practical component, consisting of setting
out of wall frames, squaring, levelling, and
erection of wall panels, erection of roof
trusses, installation of external cladding
(FC boards, OSB and FC planks), insulation
and internal lining (gypsum board), and
internal joint finishing.

The students who enrolled for the course came from the Free
State, Western Cape, KZN and Gauteng. Most had some
prior building industry experience. Current roles ranged from
owners of their businesses to CEO’s, building contractors
and site foremen.
After completion, they all rated the course highly, especially
mentioning the value of the practical work. As part of the
course, the students had to write a test to assess their
understanding of the subject matter. All of the students on
this course passed and received SASFA certificates of
successful completion of the course. This brings the total
number of students who have successfully completed this
course since its inception in 2009, to 458.
The SASFA members who supplied support for the course
and made it possible were Marley Building Systems, Trumod
and By Design. As part of the practical work, Bosch Power
Tools illustrated some of their equipment suitable for use in
the LSFB industry, and Marshall Hinds supplied the building
wrap.■

Randall Gaffoor from Robert Bosch SA, illustrating the use of Bosch’s laser level.
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Garden Cities Cape Town, Centenary
1919-2019

G

arden Cities was established, and built its first
suburb, Pinelands, in the early 20th century
under vastly different circumstances from the
present and now continues to lead the way in the
provision of housing in post-millennial South Africa.
The non-profit group has established 17 suburbs in and
around Cape Town and is currently working on three of the
biggest human settlements surrounding the city Sunningdale on the West Coast, Pinehurst in the north,
bordering Durbanville, and Greenville, in Fisantekraal, where
housing is being provided across the entire economic
spectrum.
The suburbs are developed in their entirety and include
infrastructure such as schools, shopping centres, medical
facilities, business premises and even a dog park.

Jannie Isaacs, Eamonn Stuttaford (Vice-Chairman), Tony Marsh, Myrtle
February, Michael Stuttaford, Sean Stuttaford (Chairman), Pieter
Bairnsfather Cloete
Karen Milan (Group CFO), John Matthews (Group CEO), Vic Christian,
Peter Heeger, Taction Mafatle, Justin White

GARDEN CITIES 100 YEARS OF BUILDING COMMUNITIES
AND A VISION FOR THE FUTURE

Against the backdrop of Table Mountain, Sunningdale, Garden Cities'
West Coast flagship suburb has grown steadily since it was established
over 20 years ago. In line with Garden Cities’ planning principles,
facilities are continually added to meet the needs of residents as the
development expands. They include shopping centres, a major hospital,
schools, sports club, urban open spaces – and even a now-famous dog
park. Sunningdale, is currently one of three suburbs being developed
simultaneously by Garden Cities. The others are Pinehurst near
Durbanville, and Greenville, at Fisantekraal, to the north of the city.

Sean Stuttaford, Chairman of Garden Cities
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GARDEN CITIES EXCO TEAM:
Shaheem Kader (Contracts Manager), Karen Milan (Group CFO), John
Matthews (Group CEO), Leon Fredericks (Group Manager, Property and
Logistics), Renier Smith (Group Manager, Engineering and Planning)
Sitting: Portia Cleinwerck (Head Accountant)
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Garden Cities

Established by a Cape Town businessman Richard
Stuttaford in 1919, Garden Cities is still under the leadership
of the Stuttaford family and the current Chairman, Sean, is
the great-grandson of the founder.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS GARDEN CITIES:

Garden Cities was the inspiration of British urban planner
Sir Ebenezer Howard in response to the appalling conditions
in which many English people lived at the start of the 20th
century.
He proposed that new towns should be planned to provide
pleasant living environments, public parks, adequate space
for schools, playing fields, hospitals, churches, shops, and
most significantly, businesses and light industry to employ
residents of the towns.
His first town was Letchworth Garden City which was built
near London from 1907, followed by Welwyn Garden City in
1917.

Garden Cities

1919
Garden Cities in South Africa started on June 19, 1919
when the government granted 365 morgen of the Uitvlugt
forest reserve to the Garden Cities board of trustees,
chaired by Richard Stuttaford, and made up of businessmen
and senior civil servants. Set-up capital of £10 000 was
donated by the chairman. The first house was built in
Pinelands, in 1922.
The company grew into a sizable organisation with a
number of subsidiaries, in order for it to generate sufficient
funding for development, In recent years, profits have been
used to build school halls and to provide science laboratories
in under-resourced schools in the Western Cape. Garden
Cities has a long history of providing bursaries to university
students, as well as annually making large donations to
various charities.

boldest moves into uncharted territory. Garden Cities has
stuck close to its roots, which today makes it one of the rare
family companies that still has members of its board of
directors bearing the name of the founder, three generations
later.
Richard Stuttaford’s action is the stuff of legends. It
launched one of the most successful mass residential
community development projects in South Africa.
In its centenary year, Garden Cities has a record of having
established 17 suburbs in Cape Town and has been
responsible for the building of more than 20 400 homes.
They cross the entire economic spectrum from starter
homes, for those who have never owned a property, to
houses for middle-income families in immaculately
structured urban environments.
Richard Stuttaford was fired up by the prospect of applying
the principles of Ebenezer Howard’s Garden Cities
movement, in South Africa. His was a broad-ranging
proposal that, following the principles of the then still
fledgling UK Garden Cities, would take developments to the
edge of Cape Town’s urban core, and create independent
commercial and residential environments. It was Stuttaford
who urged the government to change its attitude to mass
housing.

‘The board took a strategic decision to ensure that, while Garden Cities
would continue to generate revenue from its core operations, it would redirect a portion of its income to the needs of disadvantaged communities
in Cape Town.’

But when the time came to venture further from the shadow of the
mountain, it was Garden Cities that made one of the boldest moves into
uncharted territory

Garden Cities has been pushing the boundaries, both
physically and metaphorically, for one hundred years. It has
created serene, well-ordered communities in places where
others had not thought to go.

TACKLING THE WESTERN CAPE HOUSING CRISIS
In 2005 Sean Stuttaford, while remaining a Garden Cities
director, moved to Johannesburg where he saw a new
integrated development called Cosmo City. It was this town
that stimulated a new vision of where Garden Cities should
go.

And as the years passed, and social conditions changed, it
was sometimes ahead of the times and at others it adapted
quickly to accommodate the unexpected.

The result was Greenville Garden City, an integrated town
near Durbanville. The planning phase of this development
took seven years and R20 million to get off the ground. The
project included extensive research as well as investment in
new building technologies which became necessary to
deliver a Garden Cities product at an affordable price.

When the time came to venture further from the shadow of
the mountain, it was Garden Cities that made one of the

The strategy of the board is that Garden Cities, being a notfor-profit company, needs to play a role in researching,
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testing and developing new building technologies. As a
developer, Garden Cities can bring these innovations to the
building and construction industry, and if viable, provide a
platform to launch them.
Greenville is a huge undertaking and thought to be the only
public-private partnership (PPP) in the country where low
cost government housing is being delivered on private land.
It’s not likely that Garden Cities, on its own, will be able to
develop or deliver on future demands. It will need partners
who can assist in achieving the vision.
Sean says that it is this broad wealth of experience and skill
which has been the hallmark of the type of directors Garden
Cities has been privileged to attract over the past century
and which has ensured its success. It is his hope that future
generations will apply the same level of care when appointing
people to the board.
He also pays tribute to John Matthews, who arrived at
Garden Cities as a young man from university, and eventually
became the obvious choice for CEO of the company – a
position he holds now in a group capacity that covers both
Garden Cities and its construction arm Pinelands
Development Company (PDC).

to giving their residents the opportunity to make daily
changes to restore and maintain the balance between man
and nature.
Garden Cities’ vision is to build homes, amenities and entire
suburbs that are water sensitive, powered by clean
renewable energy, and the use and disposal of materials
with minimal impact on natural systems.

John Matthews and Tony Marsh took over the project. One
of the first needs that had to be identified was a building
material and method that would both accelerate delivery
and provide all the quality elements needed for the houses.
This was found in an Australian company called Benex, that
provides revolutionary building material and methods that
have been adopted in the construction of the houses at
Greenville.
As a result of the success of the materials, Garden Cities
established a South African arm of the company, 60%
owned by Garden Cities and 40% owned by Benex
Australia, with Tony Marsh as managing director of the
South African company.
Throughout its history, Garden Cities has honoured its
mission to promote social upliftment through the delivery of
quality affordable homes in safe healthy environments. In
the light of challenges facing society this century, Garden
Cities has committed, as far as possible, to ensuring that its
property developments are built to not only be resilient to
current and future environmental risks but, more importantly,
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Garden Cities suburbs and developments over the past century

The Garden Cities Green Building engagement programme
involves government, community and private sectors
learning and working together to achieve more than any one
sector could achieve on its own.■
Adapted for SA Builder with kind permission from Garden
Cities and author of the book “Garden Cities Cape Town,
Centenary 1919-2019”, Neill Hurford
Photos: Andrew Brown
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Garden Cities

‘We could not have done it without John,’ says Sean. ‘He
implemented the vision.

Pinehurst, Garden Cities northern flagship suburb

■

Strong, Dry And Flat: The Main Features For
Substrates for Resilient Materials

he term “resilient coverings” generally refers to floor
and wall coverings made from carpet, rubber or PVC.
One of the characteristics they have in common is
resilience, a mechanical property that allows these
types of material to deform so they can absorb impact or
deformations without breaking.

as underlayments in resilient installations, such as Topcem,
Topcem Pronto and Mapecem Pronto.
• Low level of residual moisture – Even though this is a
common requirement for all substrates, it becomes even
more important in the case of resilient materials. PVC and
rubber are essentially impermeable, so if the level of
moisture in the substrate is too high, they will swell or detach
from the surface. According to current standards, a carbide
hygrometer should be used to measure the level of residual
moisture in the screed. Moisture barriers such as MAPEI’s
Eco Prim PU 1K can be used for consolidating and
waterproofing cementitious screeds.
• Flatness – Considering the compact thickness of resilient
materials, if any imperfections or irregularities in the substrate
are not eliminated, they show up clearly on the surface of the
flooring. Flatness, therefore, must be guaranteed by taking
special care when making the screed. A practical way of
levelling off the surface of a screed and making it flat is to
apply a skimcoat, such as Mapei’s Ultraplan Eco. Ultraplan
Eco is a self-levelling, ultra-quick-hardening smoothing
compound for thicknesses of 1 to 10 mm. Ultraplan Maxi
can be used for thicknesses of 3 to 40 mm. Skimcoats are
generally made from high-strength fast-drying cementitious
mortars, often with selflevelling properties.

What properties should a substrate have to make it suitable for
bonding these types of material?
• Mechanical strength – Most resilient materials do not
distribute the loads acting on the floor. The forces pressing
down on the surface of resilient floorings are transferred
almost directly to the substrate. It isn’t unusual to notice the
marks (albeit temporary) left by desks and chairs on PVC
flooring. The weight of these objects acts directly on the
screed and skimcoat under the flooring. Generally, the
compressive strength of screeds must be a minimum of
20MPA. MAPEI stocks a variety of screeds that can be used

While the three requirements
above
are
particularly
important, they are not the
only ones. All those working
in this sector know that
curing,
thickness,
compactness, cleanliness
and other factors all play their
part in the successful
installation
of
resilient Carpet Applied with Ultrabond Eco
170 Adhesive
materials.■

Product News

Mapei Topcem Pronto 3D

T
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Ultraplan Eco
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Dr Mulder’s and CMAI’s involvement in Thesen Islands as principal
designers and co-developer of this multi award-winning marina set in the
ecologically sensitive Knysna River Estuary

Dr Mulder Does It Again – For The First Time

D

r Chris Mulder is no stranger to winning awards. In
his illustrious career, Dr Mulder together with his
team from CMAI Architects has won numerous
awards from the US and South African Professional
Associations and Universities, since he founded the firm in
1980.
It comes then as no surprise that the latest honour to befall Dr
Mulder is a nod from what can only be described as the
Oscars of landscape architecture - the Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe
Award.

People

This award, the highest honour that the International Federation
of Landscape Architects can bestow on someone, recognises
only the top three living landscape architects whose lifetime
achievements and contributions have had a unique and lasting
impact on the welfare of society and the environment.
Now in its tenth year, it is the first time that someone from
South Africa, and more importantly, Africa, have been
nominated as one of the final three nominees.
An achievement that should not be taken lightly, the honour is
also well deserved, taking into account the considerable
achievements and impact of Dr Mulder’s on-going work in the
South African landscape over almost four decades.
From the Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden Master
Plan, the Master Plan design of Pezula Golf Estate and
Belvidere Estate in Knysna and Banyan Tree Hotel in the
Seychelles, to a myriad sustainable rural agri-residential
property developments all across South Africa - all based
around Dr Mulder’s unique design philosophy of creating
enduring value in property developments.
Perhaps the most influential of these is Dr Mulder’s and
CMAI’s involvement in Thesen Islands as principal designers
and co-developer – a contemporary multi award-winning
marina set in the ecologically sensitive Knysna River Estuary.
With eight years of research and planning and design going
into the project before any building took place, Thesen Islands
are today a shining example of the new urbanist of traditional
neighbourhood design.
Basically the preservation, rehabilitation and enhancement of
the biodiversity of the environment through sustainable
planning and practices. Something that Dr Mulder is hugely
passionate about, as he continues to advocate the need to
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Dr Chris Mulder - CMAI Architects

reconcile people to the countryside. He calls this concept
contemporary rural hamlets and villages or rural new towns to
accommodate the 50% plus South Africans living outside the
so-called urban edges.
A sustainable alternative for people to live, work and play, the
latest venture of Dr Mulder, cementing his legacy even further,
is the ground breaking Crossways Farm Village near Port
Elizabeth. Consisting of 700 residential, commercial and
industrial opportunities as well as 120Ha of irrigated land,
Crossways Farm Village is the first Rural new town town in
South Africa to achieve independence from the nearby
municipality to provide sewer, water and electricity through
green-design features like rainwater harvesting and solar
heating.
Of course, the nomination is not just for vision and design
aesthetics but also recognises Dr Mulder’s continuous
involvement in job creation, training and skills development as
well as poverty alleviation - all on display at Crossways Farm
Village.
For more about Dr Mulder and his lifetime of achievements,
projects and ongoing opportunities, please visit www.cmai.
co.za. For more on the Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe Award, please visit
www.iflaworld.com.■
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master builders
south africa

corporate members
Boland
Daniël Uys – Executive Director
Tel: 021 863 3330
E-mail: info@mbaboland.org.za

East Cape
Greg Steele – Executive Director
Tel: 041 365 1835
E-mail: ecmba@global.co.za

Free State
Francois du Plessis – Executive Director
Tel: 057 352 6269
E-mail: admin@mbafs.co.za

MBA North
Mohau Mphomela – Executive Director
Tel: 011 805 6611
E-mail: info@mbanorth.co.za

People

KwaZulu-Natal
Vikashnee Harbhajan – Executive Director
Tel: 031 266 7070
E-mail: info@masterbuilders.co.za
MBA Greater Boland
Duane Phillips – Executive Director
Tel: 023 342 6964
E-mail: mbagb@telkomsa.net

Northern Cape
Christa du Plooy – Secretary
Tel: 053 832 1762
E-mail: nc_mba@xsinet.co.za
Western Cape
Allen Bodill – Executive Director
Tel: 021 685 2625
E-mail: info@mbawc.org.za

affiliate members
Association of Architectural Aluminium
Manufacturers of SA
Johan J Heyneke – Director
Tel: 011 805 5002
E-mail: aaamsa@iafrica.com
SA Reinforced Concrete Engineers’
Association
Jeff Thomas – Director
Tel: 011 455 6321
E-mail: sarcea@iafrica.com
SA Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Contractors’ Association
Barney Richardson – Director
Tel: 011 622 3890
E-mail: saracca@icon.co.za
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Ntombifuthi Ntuli Takes Charge Of Wind
Industry As CEO Of SAWEA

T

h e South African
Wind
Energy
Association
(SAWEA) has
announced the appointment
of Ntombifuthi Ntuli as CEO,
who is tasked with steering
the R200 billion wind
industry, by drawing on her
deep knowledge and talents
gained during her 14 years
of experience in the energy
and related sectors.
The SAWEA board believe
that her active participation
in policy and research
environments of promoting
the development of the local
renewable energy industry,
give her the edge to drive a
vision for the South African
Ntombifuthi Ntuli
wind industry to play a
significant role in the country’s future energy system.
Ntombifuthi takes the lead at a pivotal time in the country’s energy dialogue,
where policy and leadership will drive changes that will impact South Africa’s
future economic growth. The energy transition requires deep thought and an
aptitude for working across a number of government sectors as well as
labour groups and civil society.
“We are proud to welcome Ntombifuthi, who brings over a decade of energy
knowledge and experience in policy and research to the table together with
an understanding of the local manufacturing, development and the broad
economic impact of the renewable energy industry,” said Mercia Grimbeek,
Chair of SAWEA.
Ntombifuthi most recently worked for the CSIR as a Research Group Leader:
Energy Industry, where she focused on assessing the economic impacts of
the energy sector transition including, jobs, SMME development,
industrialisation as well as socio-economic development.
Ntombifuthi holds an MPhil Degree in Energy Studies (University of
Johannesburg) and a Certificate in Economic and Development Policy
(University of Witwatersrand). She is an Alumna of the United States
International Visitor Leadership Programme (IVLP) as well as the African
Programme on Rethinking Development Economics (APORDE).■
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Construction Industry Events 2019/2020
FEM Health and Safety Awards - 1 November 2019 - Summer
Place, Sandton
AUHF & IUHF Confererence and AGM - 04-06 November 2019 - The
Westin Cape Town, Cape Town
KZN Construction Expo - 04-05 March 2020 - Durban Exhibition Centre

Charter Cities Conference - 17-18 March 2020 - Hilton Hotel, Sandton

Student Accommodation Development Summit - 25 March 2020 - Hilton
Hotel, Sandton
African Smart Cities Summit- 09 June 2020 - Gallgher Convention Centre
Johannesburg

Sustainability Week - 23-25 June 2020 - CSIR International Convention
Centre, Preoria

Interbuild Africa - 29 July-01 August 2020 - Nasrec Expo Centre
Johannesburg

Master Builders South Africa Congress
2020 – September, TBA
Cape Construction Expo - 09-10 September 2020 - Sun Exhibits,
GrandWest, Cape Town

AfriBuild - 13-15 October 2020 - Nasrec Expo Centre Johannesburg

2021
Bauma Conexpo Africa - 13-16 October 2021 - Nasrec Expo Centre
Johannesburg

Events 2019

African Construction and Totally Concrete Expo - 09-11 June
2020 - Gallagher Convention Centre
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